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ABSTRACT

In fulfillment of my degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts at the University of Central
Florida specializing in sculpture and ceramics, I have produced a body of artwork in a
range of media, including printmaking, bookbinding, painting, ceramics, and
sculpture. This thesis is the exegesis of my creative work, informed by contemporary
artworks and the study of shelter-making in nature. Utilizing The Practitioner Model of
Creative Cognition as defined by R. Lyle Skains, I will establish my work as practicebased research. While “exegesis” generally refers to the critical examination of
written work, I feel it is appropriate in this context as I view my work as a visual diary
conveying the narrative of my lifelong search for meaning. I draw from familiar
sensations, memories, spiritual practices, and nostalgic memorabilia in my creative
practice, utilizing various media to produce tangible representations of home,
exploring whether these liminal spaces can provide the sense of shelter and
belonging I seek.
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INTRODUCTION

“The ache for home lives in all of us...” - Maya Angelou1

This longing for home, for physical, spiritual, or emotional belonging, is visceral
and universal. Raised as a Third Culture Kid (TCK) and as a multiethnic person with an
Indian father and a White American mother, I felt suspended between the two cultures
with no clear sense of personal or group identity. This sense of dislocation was
intensified, in part, by my parents’ life calling as missionaries in India. Moving every few
years to serve people as well as they could, we lived nomadically. As thankful as I am
for a diverse, blessed, and well-rounded childhood, no place has ever truly felt like
home. I fear that I am aching for a utopian sense of oneness and belonging that may
not exist on this earth.
In 1957, Leon Festinger published A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance, in which
he suggests that if two opposing cognitions or understandings exist simultaneously,
cognitive dissonance is created. When cognitive dissonance occurs, psychological
discomfort follows, often leading to avoidance as a coping mechanism.2 Acculturation
Strategies and Integrative Complexity by Tadmor, Carmit T. et. al addresses cognitive

1 Maya

Angelou, Twitter, "The ache for home lives in all of us ...." 10 Mar. 2014.
https://twitter.com/drmayaangelou/status/443106557836800000. Accessed 28 Jul. 2020.
2 Eddie Harmon-Jones, and Judson Mills, “An Introduction to Cognitive Dissonance Theory and an
Overview of Current Perspectives on the Theory,” Cognitive Dissonance: Progress on a Pivotal Theory in
Social Psychology, Washington, DC, US: American Psychological Association, (2019): 3–24,
doi:10.1037/10318-001.
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effects on people amid acculturating, stating that “severe cultural dissonance” and
“strong internal conflict” occurs when individuals feel they need to “justify their conduct
to representative members of both cultural groups” simultaneously, even when the
cognitions are inconsistent. 3 In this study, the participants are bicultural-- immigrating
from one culture to another, and go through separation, acculturation and then finally
assimilation. According to Carmit T., Tadmor, et. al, “the more severe the cultural
conflict, the greater the need to resort to more effortful, integratively complex solutions.”
4

While there are some parallels between the participants and myself, my experience as

a multiethnic Third Culture Kid is less linear, necessitating deliberate efforts to
acknowledge, express and ultimately accept this cognitive dissonance.
Composed of scattered mementos from my multicultural upbringing, the symbolic
shelters I assemble help me to do that very thing, establishing a sense of place for
myself in my mind while I search for that evasive allegorical home. However insatiable
my desire for earthly belonging, it is in direct conflict with my belief, as a follower of
Christ, that this world is an ephemeral shelter on the journey to an eternal place of
belonging-- another source of cognitive dissonance. Like the Old Testament Jews 5 who
wandered through the wilderness, waiting for their Promised Land, I wander and wait.
Although this faith in eventual belonging does provide some comfort, it does not
completely relieve the ache and restlessness I currently feel. My creative practice

Carmit T. Tadmor, et al, “Acculturation Strategies and Integrative Complexity: The Cognitive Implications
of Biculturalism,” Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology, vol. 40, no. 1 (Jan. 2009): 107,
doi:10.1177/0022022108326279.
4 Carmit T. Tadmor, et al, 107.
5 Numbers 14:31-33 (NIV).
3

2

serves as a temporary shelter, like the sukkahs 6 built by the Jews every year on the
Feast of Tabernacles-- reminders of the impermanence of life and the promises and
provision of God.
Through the “Practitioner Model of Creative Cognition” approach pioneered by
R. Lyle Skains,7 my practice-based-research (PBR) seeks to reconcile this tension
between the permanent and temporary, provide therapeutic release, and unravel the
layers of what “home” means in an ephemeral world. The Arts & Humanities
Research Council (AHRC) defines the research process as the fulfillment of four
requirements: “the research problem; context and field of inquiry; methods employed;
and dissemination of results.” The creative research matrix as defined by Niedderer
requires objectivity, reliability, and credibility in all four requirements.8
In following Niedderer’s matrix and Skains’ model, the initial step is the formation
of an overarching question. My research explores the question, “To what extent can
making temporary shelters fulfill an innate need for belonging, affect cognitive
dissonance, and resolve disenfranchised grief as a Third Culture Kid?” Stemming
from this, I consider whether my research can connect me to a broader community of
people on a similar journey. Can the creation of temporary shelters help other TCKs
fulfill this need as well? How does the concept of shelter reconcile this innate need, and

6

Leviticus 23:42-43 (NKJV).
Lyle Skains,“Creative Practice as Research: Discourse on Methodology,” Media Practice and
Education, vol. 18, n. 1, (2018), 92,
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14682753.2017.1362175.
8 K. Niedderer, and S. Roworth-Stokes, “The Role and use of Creative Practice in Research and its
contribution to Knowledge,” International Association of Societies of Design Research, (2007) 15,
http://niedderer.org/IASDR07SRS.pdf.
7 R.

3

what features does the shelter need to do so? What objects, symbols or places can help
to create a feeling of belonging? As a believer in a heavenly place of belonging after
death, is it futile to pursue earthly belonging as a goal? In order to answer these
questions, I identify and apply contemporary precedents in art and parallels in the
natural environment which address the issues of shelter, home, and belonging.
Firmly locating one’s creative work in a wider context is integral to both the PBR
model and Niedderer’s 9 matrix. In this case, the context is within contemporary art
practice colored by the broader context of art history as it sets a historical and
contemporary precedent, informing the work I make today. I have chosen artists and
works that address themes of home, temporality, and belongingness, including
environmental works, assemblage and installation, addressed in Chapter Five:
Contemporary Precedents in Art. In the study and critical reflection of their works, I am
beginning to appreciate how my creative practice fits into broader social, spiritual, and
artistic spheres. Additionally, research on Third Culture Kids and the common
denominators in the TCK experience helps to confirm the need for this work.
My goals include making artwork to reckon with cultural cognitive dissonance,
documenting the process, and incorporating my faith into the creative process in a cycle
of thinking, making & believing, as I consider my creative practice to be a form of
prayer. I desire to create tangible spaces where I can experience a sense of belonging.
The methodology I will be using for the thesis is The Practitioner Model of Creative

9

K. Niedderer, and S. Roworth-Stokes, 15.

4

Cognition.10 The steps for this process include establishing a research problem,
conducting background empirical and contextual research, revisiting the research
problem, forming the argument, and writing the exegesis. In this situation, forming the
argument includes the process of making work based on empirical and contextual
research. The final stage is research dissemination. My anticipated dissemination will
include the completion and publication of the written thesis, presentations on the
subject, and the exhibition of my artwork in Amalgam, the School of Visual Arts and
Design’s Bachelor of Fine Arts show, at the UCF Gallery from March 15th-25th, 2021.

10

Skains, 92.

5

CHAPTER ONE: AN INTRODUCTION TO PRACTICE-BASEDRESEARCH
This chapter will introduce practice-based research and the matrix defined by
Niedderer 11 which encourages objectivity, reliability, and credibility in Research
Question, Research Context, Research Method, and Research Outcome. Additionally,
this chapter will describe the Practitioner Model of Creativity from Skains 12 as a
methodological approach to Dialectical Practice-Based Research, and as a structure on
which my work and exegesis will hang. This chapter will lay out how I fulfill this structure
and the boundaries I employ to ensure the credibility of my research.
My initial introduction to formally structured creative research occurred when I
encountered Niedderer’s matrix (Figure 1), created by Kristina Niedderer in her 2007
published work, The Role and Use of Creative Practice in Research and its Contribution
to Knowledge.13 I learned that the Research Assessment Exercise (an evaluation done
every five years or so to examine British standards for research)14 allowed the
incorporation of polytechnics including art and design for the first time in 1992, making it
a newer field of research practice.15 Niedderer states that the “abrupt integration of

11

K. Niedderer, and S. Roworth-Stokes, 15.
Skains, 92.
13
K. Niedderer, and S. Roworth-Stokes, 15.
14
The Institute of Historical Research, “Research Assessment Exercise - Themes - Making History,"
2008. https://archives.history.ac.uk/makinghistory/themes/research_assessment.html. Accessed 8 Feb.
2021.
15
Kristina Niedderer, “HOW MUCH THEORY DO WE NEED TO RIDE A BICYCLE: OR HOW USEFUL IS
PRACTICE FOR RESEARCH,” in Crossing Design Boundaries: Proceedings of the 3rd Engineering &
Product Design Education International Conference, Edinburgh, UK, 15-16 September, 2005, ed. Paul
Rodgers, Libby Brodhurst, and Duncan Hepburn (London: Taylor & Francis, 2005), 10.
12

6

practice into research caused problems in terms of research conduct and quality,” 16
resulting in a need for structures and terminology to legitimize and give credibility to
creative research. Using the definition for the research process proposed by the Arts
and Humanities Research Council, Niedderer emphasizes the necessity of “the
research problem; context and field of inquiry; methods employed; and dissemination of
results,” and introduces a matrix to help artists structure their process to fulfill all four
requirements.17 In this research process, creative practice can be used in two ways: as
a “method to generate or acquire knowledge”, or as an “outcome of the research that is
to embody knowledge”. It should be “accompanied by some form of documentation of
the research process as well as some form of textual analysis or explanation to support
its position and to demonstrate critical reflection”. Niedderer suggests that this opens
other roles for practice in research -- “as a means of communication in the
dissemination of the research”, and also the “possible contribution of practice to forming
the research question or problem, and/or to providing a context to the specified
research.” 18

16 K.

Niedderer, and S. Roworth-Stokes, 5.
Niedderer, and S. Roworth-Stokes, 13.
18 K. Niedderer, and S. Roworth-Stokes, 13-14.
17 K.

7

Figure 1: Niedderer’s Matrix for Using Practice within the Research Process

Published in 2018 by Lyle R. Skains, Creative Practice as Research: Discourse
on Methodology builds on Niedderer’s work. Formed from her own artistic practice,
Skains’ detailed model (Figure 2) and flowchart (Figure 3) provide clear methodology to
offset the “limitations of reflective analysis and self-observation” with a “directed
research plan and post-textual examination of both creative artefacts and in situ notes

8

and drafts.” 19 As a result, the “creative work and critical exegesis are thus bound
inextricably together, informing one another in their communication of knowledge just as
the research and creative practice informed one another.”20 Skains references various
realms of creative research, including practice-and-research, practice-led research, and
practice-as-research, but the one that felt most accurate to my process was practicebased research. In practice-based research, or PBR, “the creative artefact is the basis
of the contribution to knowledge...accompanied by a critical discussion of the
significance and context of the claims, and a full understanding can only be achieved
through the cohesive presentation of the creative artefact and the critical exegesis.” 21
Skains refers to the practice as an “experiment” to answer a research question, which is
then accompanied by an exegesis.22
The form of ethnomethodology suggested by Skains is CAP (creative
analytical process) ethnography, recorded as a research log and in situ notes and
drafts. This way, “the creative process and products, and the analytical process and
products are deeply intertwined, offering opportunity for insight and nuance into the
creative practice.”23 Because, as Skains says, creative research is “often inseparable
from artist identity, experiences, and culture”, the subjectivity can be reduced by
implementing the Practitioner Model of Creative Cognition, which references specific
steps in the process of practice-based research.

19

Skains, 96.
Skains, 96.
21
Skains, 86.
22
Skains, 86.
23
Skains, 87.
20

9

Figure 2: Skains’ Practitioner Model of Creative Cognition 24

24 Skains, 91.

10

Figure 3: Skains’ Flowchart for the Practitioner Model of Creative Cognition 25

25

Skains, 94.
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In Skains’ model the first step is to establish a research problem. Skains
mentions that “this stage can be nebulous” in PBR as it is “often a process of
exploration and discovery, with many key insights arriving via serendipity, rather than as
part of experiment design.”26 In my thesis, the research question is “To what extent
can making temporary shelters fulfill an innate need for belonging, affect
cognitive dissonance, and resolve disenfranchised grief as a Third Culture Kid?”
Many other questions branch out from this main research question, triggering inquiries
in my creative practice, and prompting me to seek out answers in the background
research phase.
Conducting background research is the second step in the process. In my case, I
studied scholarly sources on the TCK experience to get a broader understanding of
recurring patterns and researched precedents in contemporary artwork, attempting to
firmly locate my work within a wider context. Skains states that an “increased
awareness of domain” can inspire the practitioner and can help them revisit and revise
the research question. 27
Next, the research is conducted. This phase is “led by the creative practice,
engaging in all aspects of the creative cognitive process.” 28 It includes designing a
creative project “that will foster insights” and “permit a uniquely practice-based
perspective on the question at hand.” 29

26

Skains, 93.
Skains, 93.
28 Skains, 95.
29 Skains, 95.
27

12

The fourth and final phase requires the formation of the argument. Though
argument formation occurs throughout the process, having a scheduled phase of postresearch analysis helps to clarify the research question and prepares the practitioner for
the final exegesis.
In the final exegesis phase, the practitioner draws from the previous phases to
create a fully formed, well supported argument and answer the research question. The
Practitioner Model also includes sub-phases to address in order to make the argument
well rounded. I have listed them below.

Long Term Memory
Domain/Field
Planning
Translating
Serendipity/Disruption
Reviewing

Although my research question refers to my own personal experience as a TCK,
my intentions for the future development of this work include the investigation of the
temporary shelter’s effect on the TCK group as a whole-- either in the process of
making their own shelters or in experiencing the shelters created by others. I also am
interested in the effect the shelters would have on those who have not had the TCK
experience. The desire to conduct further research was intensified when I read Creative

13

and Arts-Based Research Methods in Academic Research: Lessons from a
Participatory Research Project in the Netherlands by van der Vaart, von Hoven, and
Huigen in 2018.30 This paper describes a creative research project undertaken in the
Netherlands in which the researchers conducted interviews, group discussions and a
creative workshop with an exhibition that followed. The experiment was a success, as
van der Vaart, von Hoven, and Huigen state that “the four artworks/visualizations that
resulted from the creative workshop provided deep insights into the participants’ sense
of place and exposed issues that had not previously come to the surface.”31
Furthermore, they reference the “empathic power” of art to open both creator and
witness “to the existence of different experiences and views, creating a broader
perspective and a deeper awareness of the "other."32

Gwenda van der Vaart, Bettina von Hoven, and Paulus P.P. Huigen, “Creative and Arts-Based
Research Methods in Academic Research: Lessons from a Participatory Research Project in the
Netherlands,” FQS, vol. 19, n. 2, (13 May. 2018), 1-30, http://www.qualitativeresearch.net/index.php/fqs/article/view/2961. Accessed 9 Feb. 2021.
31
van der Vaart, von Hoven, and Huigen, 22.
32
van der Vaart, von Hoven, and Huigen, 25.
30
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CHAPTER TWO: PERSONAL HISTORY
I was born in Tulsa, Oklahoma to a White American mother and an Indian father.
At three years old, I moved to India where my parents began to fulfil their callings. My
father was the director of an organization that builds churches, trains pastors, and
conducts humanitarian aid. My mother launched homes for abandoned, disabled
children, offering them a good quality of life. Their work was honorable, but it meant that
we had a constantly shifting life. We lived in many rental apartments and moved a lot. I
was homeschooled until fourth grade. My mother was an amazing teacher -- we studied
ancient history, made topographical salt dough maps of the Mediterranean, and read a
lot. As my parents' work became more intensive, homeschool was no longer an option,
and I attended local public schools. I struggled there and did not feel understood by my
teachers or fellow classmates who often treated me as an outsider. Although I loved my
culture and family in India, my noticeably different accent, my larger build, and my
strong-willed nature made it clear that blending in would be impossible.

15

Figure 4: Young Simona with her parents

At eleven, my parents decided to send me to Hebron School, a British-system
boarding school established in 1899 for children of foreign missionaries. Though we
represented many nationalities and ethnicities, my boarding school classmates and I
bonded over our shared sense of cultural identity confusion. It was at this school that I
felt the closest I ever have to true belonging, in a community of others who understood
and accepted me. I met my husband there, who is also both biracial and a missionary
kid. This shared experience is a great treasure to me.

16

Figure 5: Simona with boarding school classmates and husband.

We moved to America after high-school, and I had hoped to feel a sense of
belonging in my birth country. Sadly, I found that as much as I valued the new culture, I
did not feel like I belonged. I felt something akin to reverse culture shock, and I began
subconsciously switching off my Indianness to feel more American, a coping
mechanism known as codeswitching. I felt that I would never be myself again fully as I
had been at Hebron School, that I might never identify with either group, and that I
would always feel like an outsider.
Women historically have had many expectations placed on their behavior, and in
my case, a multicultural upbringing meant more layers of expectation, with these layers
sometimes contradicting one another. Growing up in India, I heard admonitions like
these: “Don’t play rough, scratch mosquito bites, or go out in the sun! You won’t find a
husband if you have dark or scarred skin!”, “If you don’t learn to cook, no one will marry
you.” and “The beauty of women is their ability to be good hosts and homemakers.”
17

These expectations felt unfair, unrealistic and unnecessary to me, and doubting
that I would never fulfil them made me fear that I would never find a place in Indian
culture. My reaction was oppositional: I rejected Indian clothing and culture and hoped
for a day when I would live in a country where I could define womanhood for myself.
When I moved to America, I found the individualistic nature of the modern American
woman to be in opposition to the Indian ideals I grew up with (although India adopts
more western ideas with every passing year). In the United States, I felt liberated in
many ways: I gained freedom to dress how I wanted, could drive and navigate cities
with ease, and was able to stay out late without the fear of ‘damaging my reputation’.
Yet I also discovered the weight of new pressures -- the pressure to achieve and
succeed, the pressure of the individualistic hustle culture that isolates women from their
communities, and the pressure on women to work until burnout to establish their worth
to themselves and the broader culture as equals in the workplace.
The oppositional pull on me from both Indian and American expectations created
much cognitive dissonance within me. I struggled to understand how to fulfil them
without using avoidance or code switching -- I wanted to be wholly me, unfragmented. I
married my high school sweetheart a year after graduating high school, and over the
past four and a half years, marriage has meant facing this dissonance head on, sifting
through the layers of both of our cultures and their expectations.
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CHAPTER THREE: THIRD CULTURE KIDS AND BELONGING
My experience is not rare. Due to a rapidly globalizing society, there are many
people who feel as I do. Known as TCKs or Third Culture Kids, these children grow up
in a country that is not their passport country and often feel like they do not belong in
either their passport or host culture. The ‘‘third”, illustrated as the center of the Venn
diagram in Figure 6, refers to a liminal culture created between the host and the
passport culture, a space in between, where both cultures contribute. This terminology
was coined in 1963 by Dr. Ruth Hill Useem, Sociologist and Professor Emeritus at
Michigan State University.33 Ruth E. Van Reken, co-author of Third Culture Kids: The
Experience of Growing Up Among Worlds suggests instead the term Cross-Cultural Kid
(CCKs) as an umbrella term that allows for more inclusivity as it encompasses TCKs,
bi/multiracial people, children of immigrants, children of refugees, International
adoptees, and even “domestic” TCKs who have moved between subcultures within their
home countries.34 As we move towards inclusivity, I wanted to put this term into
practice, using it in this paper from this point onwards wherever it is relevant. The
advantages of a cross-cultural childhood are myriad, from cultural exposure and
adaptability to “multicultural competencies such as cultural self-awareness, skill in
intercultural communication, multilingual capabilities, social sensitivity, openness toward

33John

Useem, Ruth Hill Useem and John D. Donoghue, "Men in the Middle of the Third Culture: The
Roles of American and Non-Western People in Cross-Cultural Administration," Human Organization, vol.
22, n. 3 (1963): 169, https://www.jstor.org/stable/44124957. Accessed 9 Feb. 2021.
34 Ruth E Van Reken, “Cross Cultural Kids,” Cross Cultural Kids, 2021,
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those with different values and worldviews, and empathy towards those who are
culturally different than themselves.” 35 However, these do not negate the challenges, as
“frequent relocations can result in feelings of confusion about where to call home, how
to find a sense of belonging, and how to establish a congruent sense of self.”

Figure 6: Web graphic illustrating TCK identity
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A study by Fail, Thompson and Walker in 2004 documents and analyzes the
experience of TCKs who were students at international schools. This study notes the
importance of a sense of belonging in developing identity, which is “an integral part of
feeling at home which can be attached to a place or significant relationships”. 38 A
specific reference to Cottrell stood out to me, wherein she investigated the children of
mixed Indian–Western marriages living in India in the early 1960s. She reported the
repeated claim that mixed race children are troubled children and that they would have
problems of identity, insecurity and emotional instability.” 39 However, according to Fail,
Thompson and Walker, TCKs often find their experiences validated in “an international
school where everyone is a minority and everyone is different from each other, and
mixed-race children are more common.” 40 Though varying cultural identities “may be
passed on by the parents in the home, the TCK identity is fostered in the school as it
represents the third culture.” 41 The experience described above has many similarities to
my own, as I found that the only place where I felt part of a larger whole was during my
time at boarding school. Another experience I can relate to is that the identity of a TCK
is “constantly being challenged every time he or she moves to a different place and
enters a different culture where learned behavior may no longer be appropriate or
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Helen Fail, Jeff Thompson ,and George Walker, "Belonging, identity and Third Culture Kids: Life
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acceptable.” 42 This is evidence of the common cognitive dissonance present in the TCK
community. Resultantly, the TCK learns to adjust and blend in superficially, a
“chameleon-like quality which may affect his or her long-term identity well into
adulthood.” 43 Additionally, Fail, Thompson and Walker state that “when in a foreign
culture, TCKs identify themselves as coming from their passport country. When in the
passport country, they identify themselves as coming from overseas,” leading to a
sense of otherness.44 Overall, the research states that most TCKs claim “they have no
real sense of belonging in the communities in which they are living.” 45
In Marilyn Gardiner’s essay ‘Saudade’- A Word for the Third Culture Kid, she
describes the experience of many TCKs who “struggle to give voice” to their desire for
belonging. Some use the word grief, others use homesickness, still more use the word
depression, although its description as “severe despondency and dejection,
accompanied by feelings of hopelessness and inadequacy” is not always accurate. In
the Portuguese language, there exists a word that does not have an English equivalent:
saudade - “a longing, a melancholy, a desire for what was”. She says that on her good
days, this desire is “hidden under the culture and costume” she lives in, but on difficult
days “struggles to find a voice only to find that explaining is too difficult”. She says that
the discovery of the word saudade “gives voice to these longings”46
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The complexity of the TCK experience, with all its grief and saudade is
documented by Kathleen R. Gilbert, Ph.D. in her study titled Loss and Grief between
and Among Cultures: The Experience of Third Culture Kids, in which she calls this
sensation disenfranchised grief.47 According to the American Psychological Association,
disenfranchised grief is a grief that “that society (or some element of it) limits, does not
expect, or may not allow a person to express”. 48 Forty-three TCKs participated in this
study, which used a qualitative approach, incorporating “interview and email data
collection” techniques.49 This study broke down the losses commonly experienced by
TCK’s into a) tangible losses-- namely people, places, pets and possessions, and b)
existential losses -- safety and trust, identity, and a sense of home or belongingness.
An interesting subject noted in Brenda Keck’s work is the importance of sentimental
objects to the TCK, stating that “while the parents may view a picture on the wall as a
beautiful decoration, the TCK may attach deep symbolic meaning of roots and
belonging to household items.” 50 I see this behavior surface in my own life, as I tend to
give inanimate objects a disproportionate amount of importance, disproportionate to
their fiscal value. Memories are also treasures.
In many cases, the awareness of the absence of home was triggered upon return
to the passport country or country of origin, where the “place that was assumed to be

Kathleen R. Gilbert, “Loss and Grief between and Among Cultures: The Experience of Third Culture
Kids,” ILLNESS, CRISIS & LOSS, vol. 16, n. 2, (2008): 93-109,
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their home was, in fact, strange to them.” 51 The conclusion of this study noted that a
prominent aspect of the TCK life is the “extent and pervasiveness of loss throughout
their childhood and adolescence, as well as the echoes of grief resolution that have
extended well into adulthood.” 52 Because the existential losses are not tangible, the
grief is by and large invalidated and misunderstood by outsiders. Gilbert’s work argues
that the disenfranchisement of their grief and the subsequent unending “processing of
grief” can cause the TCK to feel “rootless and alienated”, “living in a perpetual state of
liminality” or in a “chronic liminal condition.” 53 Gilbert suggests, however, that the
situation is not altogether bleak-- that “grief resolution is possible,” and states that TCKs
often find comfort amongst others with similar backgrounds. 54
Keck suggests the resolution for TCKs’ disenfranchised grief can come when
“respect for one’s suffering” is received when others acknowledge their loss and affirm
their right to grieve.” 55 Healing happens in a community, where members can “serve as
a witness to the grief, providing the space, protection, and support they need to express
their sorrow.56 Through this, “a griever is empowered to complete their grief work when
there is a witness to their grief, and it is, therefore, no longer disenfranchised.57
My creative practice is a way for me to express my saudade and complete my
grief work. Sharing it with others creates a community where others can witness and
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affirm my right to grieve. It is my hope that my artwork can help other Cross-Cultural
Kids to grieve in a healthy manner, moving from disenfranchised grief to resolved
grief.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FAITH AND THE FEAST OF TABERNACLES
“For this world is not our permanent home; we are looking forward to a home yet to
come.” (Hebrews 13:14 NLT) 58

My faith features significantly in my life, and consequently also features in the
work that I make. I was raised in India as a child of missionary parents, and everything
we did revolved around our faith. As I grew older, my faith became my own, and I now
follow Christ. As a Christian, I believe that my time on earth is finite, that it is a
temporary stop on a pilgrimage to heaven, an eternal place where I know I will find the
belonging I seek, a permanent home. Though this is my conviction, I still, as a human,
desire to feel a sense of belonging here and now, on earth. This is another instance of
Leon Festinger’s cognitive dissonance playing out in my life. Here, my core beliefs and
desires are in tension, as I try to reconcile my longing to feel at home here in this life
and my knowledge that it is only temporary. Is it futile for me to try to make myself feel
at home on earth, if it is only temporary, a shadow of that better country?
Growing up, my mother was very interested in the Jewish feasts from the Old
Testament, and in my homeschool, we would study them and do our best to recreate
them as an activity. One of the feasts we studied was Sukkoth, or the Feast of
Tabernacles. The context for this feast comes from Leviticus 23:33-44, where God
commands a weeklong festival during which they would “take branches from luxuriant
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trees—from palms, willows and other leafy trees” 59 and create booths in which to camp
for the week, as a reminder of God’s protection as they wandered in the wilderness
(Figure 7). This really struck a chord with me and lingered in my mind, as I view my time
on earth a little bit like a period of wandering in the wilderness, waiting to enter the
Promised Land, or heaven. As I began to research this feast as an adult, I learned that
Jews “decorate the sukkah with various fruits like oranges and pomegranates as well as
artwork and decorative touches” and I was even more intrigued when I read that “the
sukkah is a thing of beauty—fragrant, admitting starlight—but also frailty, letting in rain
and prone to blow over when the wind is high: to illustrate both the transient natures of
the shelter and of our earthly homes.” 60 This sparked many thoughts about how much
time we spend collecting trinkets and knickknacks and decorating our homes in order to
feel comfort and belonging in our limited time here on earth. It caused me to think about
the long-term perspective. One day our lives will end, and we will move on to the next
phase of eternity. When we do, will we regret the time we spent perfecting our
temporary shelters?
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Figure 7: Web image of Biblical Tabernacle/Booth (Hebrew: Sukkah)61

As I was researching the construction of sukkahs, I came across an article on
some architecture students who were working with the campus Jewish organization to
build a sukkah on the University of Hartford campus in Connecticut. In the article, they
reference a quote from writer Wendell Berry, that states “[I]f we can see that everything
we make or do cannot help but have an everlasting significance for ourselves, for
others, and for the world, then we see why some religious teachers have understood
work as a form of prayer…. Work connects us both to Creation and eternity.” 62 The idea

L. Alan Schuetz, “Mo'ed: Sukkot (FEAST OF Tabernacles/Booths) and the Marriage Supper of the
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of making work as a form of prayer really resonated with me as I realized how simply I
could connect my work with my faith.
The author of Hebrews, the Biblical chapter cited at the beginning of this section,
describes the actions of Abraham, who obeyed God, going where he was told by faith,
even though he did not know where he was headed - “by faith, he made his home in the
promised land like a stranger in a foreign country; he lived in tents… for he was looking
forward to the city with foundations, whose architect and builder is God.” 63 This echoes
the journey of the Israelites who wandered in the wilderness, “admitting that they were
foreigners and strangers on earth” 64 longing for “a better country—a heavenly one” 65
prepared by God for them. The Apostle Paul extrapolates this theme in the second
chapter and fifth verse of Corinthians, this time, comparing our earthly bodies to the
temporary shelters we dwell in and call home, stating “For we know that if the tent that
is our earthly home is destroyed, we have a building from God, a house not made with
hands, eternal in the heavens”. 66 This verse can be comforting for Christian CrossCultural Kids. Although our homes are temporary shelters for our bodies and our bodies
are temporary shelters for our souls, we can be confident that there is an eternal body
and eternal home for us after death, where our current losses and grief will not exist or
affect our wellbeing -- the ultimate resolution of disenfranchised grief.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONTEMPORARY PRECEDENTS IN ART
Chapter Five sets the contemporary context from which to consider my work by
introducing the artists that informed and influenced my current body of work. Focusing
on works that thematically or aesthetically reflect my outlook and practice, I
compartmentalized these artists into five sections: Natural Forms & Environmental Art,
Domesticity & Womanhood, Belonging & Multiculturalism, Installation, and Collection &
Assemblage.
Everything that is made today is seen in the context of work which has gone
before. As Solomon says in Ecclesiastes 1:9 “What has been will be again, what has
been done will be done again; there is nothing new under the sun.” 67 Initially when I
applied those words to art, it was frightening. Artists can feel a pressure to constantly
keep making something brand new. However, realizing that the invention of a
completely new thing is rare can be freeing. Artists no longer need to agonize over
whether they are unique or original enough. Instead, they can observe works by other
artists, breathe them in, and then breathe them out, imbibed with a little bit of
themselves -- their experience, their essence, adding that to the air breathed out by
the millions of artists and creatives who have gone before.

a) Natural Forms & Environmental Art
As I reflect on the temporal nature of life, one of the first artists that inevitably
comes to mind is Andy Goldsworthy, a forerunner in the Earthworks movement.
67
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Earthworks are sculptures created in “nature itself” from local natural materials,
emphasizing the idea that art should not be clinical and preserved from the effects of
nature, exposed to the “inexorable structures of time, death, and decay”. 68
Goldsworthy’s work acknowledges that nothing can escape its eventual end and
embraces that concept. The natural elements he uses will eventually disintegrate, and
as Hunt says in her essay, “Andy Goldsworthy intentionally allows his work to suffer the
exact same fate without so much as trying to preserve its longevity”. 69 His work imitates
the cycles of nature and its fragility and draws us in because they are ephemeral-- “part
of their making is the unmaking”. 70 In Martin Kemp’s “Goldsworthy Genera” he states
that Goldsworthy is a “maker in the manner of the bowerbird, spider, swallow, bee,
shellfish,” with tensile strength “conjured from fragile delicacy”. 71 From Goldsworthy’s
icicle sculptures to his stone domes, natural materials feature heavily: ice, leaves, and
stone are integral to his work. In his own words, “It is the way of nature to be used,
worked and touched . . . This is a good thing if it's done well, with respect”. 72
Goldsworthy’s use of form is often repetitive, as he “obsessively returns to themes and
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motifs--lines, cracks, stains, circles, holes, domes, towers, balls and so on”. 73 These
forms are chosen specifically because Goldsworthy contends that "all forms are to be
found in nature” 74 He also chooses to include “loose and disordered” patterns, to echo
“underlying patterns in the natural world,” borrowing both “symmetries and discordances
from the history of art and architecture”. 75 As I ponder the temporal nature of human life
and the ephemerality of these structures, cultures and bodies we call home,
Goldsworthy’s use of material and form has been highly influential, specifically his
earthworks featured in the documentary “Rivers & Tides”. 76
As I began incorporating bowerbird imagery into my work, I was particularly
struck by his use of the arch in his work, notably his stone circle sculptures in 1982
(Figure 8), his woven branch sculptures (Figure 9) and his slate cones (Figure 10) in
1986.
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Figure 8: Andy Goldsworthy, Stone circle, Swindale Beck Wood, Cumbria, 29 July 1982
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Figure 9: Andy Goldsworthy, Woven branch arch, Langholm, Dumfriesshire, April 1986
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Andy Goldsworthy, Digital Catalogue: (1986). Accessed April 15, 2021.
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Figure 10: Andy Goldsworthy, Slate cone, Langdale, Cumbria, August 1986
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Other influential artists also address similar themes in their work. Patrick
Dougherty’s structures, (Figures 11 and 12) made of natural twigs and vines, are
organic and ephemeral, this, he believes “causes longing in the viewer” as it goes
beyond the buying and selling aspect of art, and instead inspires viewers to enjoy it in
the moment. In an interview, Dougherty states that “everyone, even adults, responds to
the idea of simple shelter. There’s a call to just go in there and sit…I think throughout
our life we’re seeking our childhoods.” 80
I identify with this sentiment, as I grew up seeking a hiding place of my own as a
child. I built forts out of tumbleweeds in rural Montana, created a clearing behind some
bushes to sit in and eat pickles out of a jar, and spent most of my time in a tree outside
my grandparents’ home, surrounding myself with found objects, including cereal boxes
and even a vintage ornamental lamp. I was always driven to have a headquarters, a
clubhouse, a place to make my own, even as a young child. Seeing Dougherty’s
approach to creating a shelter called to the child in me. As an adult I see that even in
those days, I was creating artworks to cope with my desire for belonging -- I just had not
grasped that it was art. Today, the awareness of my childlike sensibilities stays with me
as I make work to fulfill these lifelong needs.
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Figure 11: Patrick Dougherty, Running in Circles, 1996 81
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Figure 12: Patrick Dougherty, Uff Da Palace, 2010 82

b) Domesticity and Womanhood
Helen Seiver is an Australian artist whose website states that her work seeks “to
make sense of and broaden an understanding of [her] role as a contemporary female”,
and “reflects the essential part women have played in determining the nature, shape
and structure of female roles and identity.” 83 What stood out to me in her work were her
themes of “inherence (to be a natural and integral part of something) and cultural
inheritance.” 84 I first became interested in Seiver’s work when I came across a photo of
a structure (Figure 13) she had constructed out of branches and yarn from her 2013
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exhibition Strangers In My Palace. In her website, Seiver states that she uses found
objects, specifically “chosen as signifiers of place and era”, to discuss notions of home,
repetitive daily rituals, unacknowledged skill, equality/inequality, memory and loss”,
themes which are also interesting to me as a contemporary woman artist. Something
about the combination of domestic and organic materials resonated with me, and as I
delved deeper into her work, I also enjoyed the form of the nest and seed pod in her
2012 piece Nest (Figure 14) and her 2013 sculpture Swan River Mahogany (Figure 15).
In these works, Helen’s use of natural and organic symbols and imagery appear to me
as different types of shelters and homes, which are themes I aim to employ in my work.
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Figure 13: Helen Seiver, House, 2013
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Figure 14: Helen Seiver, Nest, 2012 86

Figure 15: Helen Seiver, Swan River Mahogany, 2013 87
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In her 2006 work Stakeholders (Figure 16) she uses torn book pages, found
objects and other media to discuss themes of dislocation in reference to the Indigenous
Australians who are “dislocated from culture, language and land” because of
colonialism. Having experienced disconnection and dislocation within my own two
cultures, I found her interpretation of the theme and use of found objects intriguing.

Figure 16: Helen Seiver, Stakeholders, 2006
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c) Belonging and Multiculturalism
Korean artist Do Ho Suh’s gauzy fabric houses, hanging ghostly and dreamlike,
always arrest my attention. However, when I saw images of his largest creation to date,
Home Within Home Within Home Within Home Within Home (Figure 17), hanging in
2013 at Seoul’s National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, I was moved. This
full-scale piece features a fabric replica of his childhood home in Seoul, suspended
within a model of his first apartment in Rhode Island.89 The layers of fabric appeared to
combine both homes, referencing to me, the enmeshing of the two cultures he has
experienced, indistinguishable from one another. His ghostly constructions are one of
the clearest artistic depictions to me of saudade, that melancholic desire for belonging
you might never experience. The way he used his creative practice to explore the
complexities of his cultural experience drove me to explore the ideas of home and
culture entangled in my own work.

Catherine Shaw, "Sheer will: Artist Do-Ho Suh's ghostly fabric sculptures explore the meaning of home”
(Nov. 2013), Wallpaper, (2013). https://www.wallpaper.com/art/sheer-will-artist-do-ho-suhs-ghostly-fabricsculptures-explore-the-meaning-of-home. Accessed 26 Mar. 2021.
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Figure 17: Do Ho Suh, Home Within Home Within Home Within Home Within Home, 2013
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Nigerian American artist Njideka Akunyili Crosby uses her creative practice
similarly. Using collage to combine non-western and western imagery to create liminal
cultural spaces, or as she calls them, “transcultural spaces”, which are a “… weird,
buzzing in-between space, a kind of no-man’s land.” In describing her work, she says
that the “... overarching theme is the union between two cultures…{and} negotiating
dual ideals of home.” 91
Two of Crosby’s pieces were particularly influential, Something Split and New,
(Figure 18) and Wedding Portrait (Figure 19). What specifically struck me in these was
her depiction of her white husband amid her Nigerian family. He appears as a lone
figure blocked out in colors whereas she and her family of origin are composed of
collaged patterns and photography that come from Nigerian pop culture. I saw my own
family in this scene, as one of my parents, whether we were in India or the USA, always
appeared out of sync, and my siblings and I never quite felt we belonged in either world.
At times, it seemed that my family was as conspicuously different wherever we lived as
Mr. Crosby appears in these artworks. As a Third Culture Kid, I find a sense of
belonging in her work, in those transcultural, liminal spaces, as she addresses relatable
themes of cultural adjustment and the grief of displacement.

Erica Ando, "Njideka Akunyili Crosby,” BOMB Magazine, (2016),
https://bombmagazine.org/articles/njideka-akunyili-crosby/. Accessed 26 Mar. 2021.
91
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Figure 18: Njideka Akunyili Crosby, Something Split and New, 2013 92
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Ando, "Njideka Akunyili Crosby.”
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Figure 19: Njideka Akunyili Crosby, Wedding Portrait, 2012 93

Infinite Dictionary, "An In-Between Space: The Art of Njideka Akunyili Crosby,” Design: A Beginners
Handbook, (Jan. 2017), http://infinitedictionary.com/blog/2017/01/05/an-in-between-space-the-art-ofnjideka-akunyili-crosby/. Accessed 26 Mar. 2021.
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d) Installation
I was first introduced to the work of mixed media artist Pepón Osorio during an
Art as Interface course in 2019. Osorio was born in Puerto Rico in 1955 and moved to
the South Bronx, New York when he was in his early 20’s. In 1985, Osorio’s work
developed “visual and thematic vocabulary to address a need for cultural reaffirmation
as a means of defining and validating self-identity”.94 Osorio states that he takes a
“chunk from any specific community and put(s) it into another place that it does not
necessarily fit in”. 95 When I saw video footage of his installation Scene of the Crime
(Whose Crime?) (Figure 20), I was particularly drawn to the way he transplanted scenes
from his memory and culture into a foreign space that people could enter and
experience with all their senses. I resonated with Tiffany Ana López’s declaration for a
need for “symbolic and physical bridges between and among communities and cultures”
96

in her article Imaging Community: Video in the Installation Work of Pepón Osorio, as I

intend that my work represent that space between, somewhere in the middle of that
proverbial bridge between cultures. Osorio also “questions cultural presumptions of the
construction of masculinity through its subconscious associations between ‘masculine’
objects and subjects”. 97 Influenced by this, my work seeks to question the traditional
and modern views on women’s roles in Indian and American culture, using service-

Tiffany Ana López and Pepón Osorio, “Imaging Community: Video in the Installation Work of Pepón
Osorio,” Art Journal 54, n.4 (1995): 58. doi:10.2307/777696.
95
Art21, “Scene of the Crime (Whose Crime?),” (2001). https://art21.org/read/pepon-osorio-scene-of-thecrime-whose-crime/. Accessed 7 Apr. 2021.
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Tiffany Ana López and Pepón Osorio, 62.
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dishes and textile arts which have been seen traditionally as ‘feminine’ objects. Another
area in which Osorio has influenced my work is his incorporation of spirituality. Osorio
states that “when he goes into one of his installations, “it provides its own spirituality...
(T)he space in itself has a spiritual content”. 98 This is something I want to achieve in my
work as a spiritual person. I want the spaces I create to carry a spirituality that can be
sensed.

Figure 20: Pepón Osorio, Scene of the Crime (Whose Crime?), 2003 99

98
99

Art21, “Scene of the Crime (Whose Crime?)”.
Art21, “Scene of the Crime (Whose Crime?)”.
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e) Collection and Assemblage
In Chapter Three, I mentioned that TCKs often use sentimental objects to cope
with their grief. I similarly collect trinkets and souvenirs and want to incorporate them
into my creative process. As I was looking into artists that collect found objects and
incorporate them into their work, I was drawn in by the work of Joseph Cornell, who was
a forerunner in making assemblage works, and is “revered in America as one of the
most original artists of the mid-20th century”. 100 What interests me about Cornell’s work
is his ability to take “objects of little or no intrinsic worth” and transform them into “a
visually compelling state of being”, instead of choosing “what are usually defined as
collectibles – objects distinguished by their beauty or rarity or historical importance”. 101
Examples of this pattern in his work are Pharmacy (Figure 21) and Cockatoo: Keepsake
Parakeet (Figure 22), in which he uses materials like shells, plant material, and paper
scraps. Though the items I collect may not carry fiscal value, to me, they are compelling
and important, and I want to assemble them in a way that highlights their importance.

Deborah Solomon, “Joseph Cornell: Pioneer of assemblage art: Such stuff as dreams are made on,"
RA Magazine, (May. 2015) https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/article/joseph-cornell-shadow-boxesassemblage-art.
101
Solomon, “Joseph Cornell: Pioneer of assemblage art: Such stuff as dreams are made on."
100
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Figure 21: Joseph Cornell, Pharmacy, 1943 102

Figure 22: Joseph Cornell, Cockatoo: Keepsake Parakeet, 1949-1953 103
Artsy, “Joseph Cornell: Pharmacy (1943),” Artsy, n.d., accessed April 15, 2021,
https://www.artsy.net/artwork/joseph-cornell-pharmacy.
103 Joseph Cornell at Smithsonian American Art Museum, “Cockatoo: Keepsake Parakeet (1949-1953)”
Smithsonian American Art Museum, accessed April 15, 2021,
https://americanart.si.edu/artwork/cockatoo-keepsake-parakeet-72087.
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CHAPTER SIX: MY CREATIVE PRACTICE AS RESEARCH
Chapter Six introduces symbols, methods and materials that are therapeutic and
significant to me, including ceramics, painting, printmaking, bookbinding, the
assemblage of found objects, and carving clay and wood. Influenced by contemporary
precedents, and abiding by the methodologies introduced in Chapter Three, I make and
photograph creative works, cataloging them in this chapter. As suggested by Skains, I
include “post-textual examination of both creative artifacts and in situ notes and
drafts”104 reflecting on both the process of making and the product of the making. This
chapter is chronological, beginning with my initial explorations to resolve
disenfranchised grief, and concluding with my most recent works shown at the UCF
Gallery in Amalgam, the Spring 2021 BFA Senior Exhibition.
When I first moved to the USA, I felt unsettled. I had hoped that, since I did not
feel complete in India, I would find that sense of belonging when I moved to this melting
pot of a country. As I entered adulthood and left India for the USA, I wrestled with my
identity and acknowledged the complexity of my cultural hybridization. Instead, I
immediately felt lost, dwarfed by the city, lost in the crowds of people. I felt painfully
unknown in Orlando, experiencing a loneliness deeper than I had ever felt before. As
my husband and I struggled to pay our bills, find community and understand college, I
spent many late nights alone while my husband worked the evening shift delivering
pizza. I wandered the city, sitting alone in coffee shops, hoping to be comforted by other

104

Skains, 96.
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people buzzing around me. I took photographs of Orlando streets at this time and began
using them as references in my paintings. I wanted to memorialize this lonely feelingsurrounded by neighbors I knew nothing about, sitting in traffic next to strangers I would
never meet. I set out to make a constellation of these works, each lonely tiny painting its
own star in a larger galaxy. Some of the paintings, such as Bento-Rican (Figure 23) and
Jimmy John’s (Figure 24). feature lone figures. Other paintings, such as Denny’s
(Figure 25) and Deli (Figure 26) capture that sense of restlessness and rootlessness in
quick scenes out of a car window. That loneliness goes beyond my own experience as
a TCK. I feel that it represents a universal urban experience. I want the viewer to feel
seen and heard when they recognized the loneliness in these paintings.

Figure 23: Simona Wiig, Bento Rican, 6” x 6”, acrylic on canvas, 2020
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:
Figure 24: Simona Wiig, Jimmy John’s, 2” x 2”, acrylic on canvas, 2020

Figure 25: Simona Wiig, Denny’s, 6” x 6”, acrylic on canvas, 2020
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Figure 26: Simona Wiig, Deli, 6” x 6”, acrylic on canvas, 2020

Grasping for comfort, I thought of memories that brought me solace-- images
from the past and present that represented the ‘third’ liminal space between cultures. I
painted familiar scenes from my boarding school where I first felt that sense of
belonging amongst other TCKs. In my painting The Drive (Figure 27), I painted the bus
stop where my husband, then boyfriend, would drop me off every evening. The hall
where we met for assembly every morning was captured in the painting GSMH, (Figure
28), and the playground we hung out at lunch in my painting Playground (Figure 29).
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Figure 27: Simona Wiig, The Drive, 6” x 6”, acrylic on aluminum, 2020

Figure 28: Simona Wiig, GSMH, 6” x 6”, acrylic on aluminum, 2020
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Figure 29: Simona Wiig, Playground, 6” x 6”, acrylic on aluminum, 2020

Inspired by Njideka Akunyili Crosby and her use of non-western imagery in
western spaces, I began to incorporate Indian imagery into American settings to depict
that liminal third space. In my piece Nainamma in Chinook (Figure 30), I painted my
Nainamma (‘father’s mother’ in Telugu, the Indian language we spoke at home), sitting
in a chair by the window in a home in Chinook, Montana, with its sleek Western
furniture. In Florida Chai (Figure 31), I painted my mother-in-law in her Indian
nightgown, making her traditional chai in my tiny Florida apartment. If ever I glimpsed
for a second that ‘third’ space, I felt validated and at home, and captured images of
them immediately. I wanted to hold these memories in my hands, clinging to them
tightly, little jewels I’ve collected and hoarded inside my mind. I view every piece I have
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made in the duration of this project as a temporary shelter, a glimpse of the ‘third space’
made tangible.

Figure 30: Simona Wiig, Nainamma in Chinook, 4” x 8”, acrylic on paper, 2020
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Figure 31: Simona Wiig, Florida Chai, 4” x 8”, acrylic on paper, 2020
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As painting works began to take form, a theme emerging, we were asked to
research an animal and use it as a symbol in platters for our Ceramics Hand-building
class. Animals had never figured heavily in my work, which I initially felt was solely
about the human lived experience. However, when I came upon the bowerbird,
everything changed, I realized just how powerfully it could figure in my work as a
symbol, which I recognized through Skains’ subphase of serendipity, where every
learning experience, no matter how accidental or unexpected can impact your work.
The bowerbird, specifically the satin bowerbird or Ptilonorhynchus violaceus, native to
Australia, creates a bower to attract a mate. Bowers are structures made of twigs, built
by a species from the Ptilonorynchidae family. They are not nests; they are temporary
structures built by males “for the purpose of attracting a mate”. 105 Bowerbird behavior
includes collecting found objects, arranging them outside the bowers, sorting them by
color, blue being the most used color. 106 The objects most often collected are straws,
bottle cap rings and other miscellaneous discarded plastics. Bowerbirds also chew up
fruits and berries, using the bright red saliva to paint the interior of their bowers red. The
larger and more decorated the bower, the more likely a female is to choose to mate. 107
Mike Hansell’s book Bird Nests and Construction Behavior states that J.M Diamond
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dubbed the bowers the “most elaborately decorated structure erected by any animal
other than humans”. 108 The bowers that resonated with me most strongly were the
avenue bowers-- “two or more parallel walls of grass or sticks at the center of a display
court on which a variety of decorations is laid”. 109 The bowerbird’s arch-shaped
structures, known as avenues, are more of a passageway than a home. They are
temporary creations, constructed and adorned with found objects for the purpose of
finding a mate, after which the female bowerbird creates a permanent nest in which to
lay her eggs.
My creative work, as a form of prayer, aims to create such an avenue that will
resolve the tension between Creation and eternity, between the desire to experience
“home” in this world and the lifelong wait for eternal belongingness.
When I initially began incorporating the bowerbird into my ceramic work, I wanted
to document my ideas according to Skains’ method, addressing the planning subphase
with drafts and in situ notes. I started off by making some test tiles for my platters to
experiment with texture and solidify my imagery (Figure 32). This taught me a lot about
the materials and influenced my later works. I learned which tools created interesting
markings and how the ceramic slips would interact with the clay body once fired.
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Figure 32: Simona Wiig, Test Tiles, earthenware, 2020

The test tiles were convincing, and I wanted to maintain that earthy feel, so I
continued using bare red clay and white and black slip, choosing not to glaze them to
keep them matte.
The platter’s symbolic nature as a serving dish is hard to miss. In Indian culture,
cooking and serving are emphasized and impressed upon young women as a
necessary skill in order to find a good husband, and not as an essential life skill that
everyone should acquire regardless of gender. As a young girl, my father would ask that
I stand beside him while he eats, serving him food and making sure his water cup was
always filled. This is generally the way most women are expected to behave at
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mealtime -- serving the men and children in the family, only eating once everyone else
has eaten. As sweet and maternal as this could seem, it never sat right with me that it
was the societal expectation. My American mother never really adopted these cultural
expectations and although my father made it clear that he wanted me, as a young
Indian woman, to behave in that manner, saying that I should assimilate and accept that
part of the culture, I never felt comfortable doing so. This personal history, when
juxtaposed with the bowers was thought-provoking to me, as the bowers are
constructed by the male bowerbird, despite nests and nesting being associated with
femininity. Influenced by Pepón Osorio, I use the male bowerbird as a symbol for
myself, contrasting ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ objects and subjects to question cultural
expectations for gender roles.

Figure 33: Simona Wiig, Hiraeth, 13” x 10” x 2”, earthenware, 2020
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Figure 34: Simona Wiig, Threshold, 13” x 9” x 2”, earthenware, 2020

Figure 35: Simona Wiig, Collector, 13” x 13” x 2”, earthenware, 2020
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Figure 36: Simona Wiig, Hoard, 12” x 10” x 2”, earthenware, 2020

Initial timid explorations of the arch form in Hiraeth, Threshold and Collector
(Figures 33-35) were rigid and observational, recognizable as nests and bowers. As I
grew more confident in the imagery, I challenged myself in the platter titled Hoard
(Figure 36) to pare down my imagery to abstractions, using shape and contrast.
Combining the knowledge I had gleaned from the first four platters, I decided to make a
large, organically shaped platter, giving myself room and freedom to experiment,
exploring texture, and going about it more spontaneously. As seen in my platter titled
Sanctuary (Figure 37), confidence in the platter form and my newfound abilities led to
new discoveries in texture, as I began to abstract the items collected by the bowerbird
until they became swirls and patterns. These patterns became a new way of making my
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memories tangible- each swirl a symbolic stand-in for an image or memory I had
hoarded, embedded into a temporary shelter, a place of rest for me to grieve a loss of
belonging. Although my own personal imagery and experience is important for me to
depict, this approach took the work beyond myself, “letting memory be sufficiently
ambiguous and open- ended so that others can inhabit the space and can imbue the
forms with their own memory”. 110 The carving action became meditative - as the Inuit
saying goes, 'A carving, like a song, is not a thing, it is an action’ – the carvings became
more than just a physical “thing”, the works became an action of remembering.
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Being

made from an earthy material like clay, the platters possessed an earthy ephemeral
quality I had seen in Goldsworthy and Dougherty’s work. Clay is also a universal
material, having been used in early civilizations all over the globe to create artworks
that, like humans, are fragile, but the pieces remain for centuries. This was a metaphor
for me of the temporal nature of our human lives and bodies, and the eternal nature of
our souls, our bodies being temporary shelters for our souls. The potential for ceramic
exploration is inexhaustible, physically and metaphorically, and I plan to continue this
exploration long after my undergraduate degree is complete.

Theodore Eisenman, “Memory Never Stands Still,” Landscape Architecture Magazine, Vol. 94, No. 6
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Figure 37: Simona Wiig, Sanctuary, 15” x 15” x 5”, earthenware, 2020

Excited by the patterns and intrigued by the concepts of home and temporary
shelters, I wondered how I could incorporate these significant patterns and textures into
a shelter structure. I began by taking this quite literally, and constructing Home (Figure
38), a house structure made of slabs of clay, keeping in mind the tabernacles built by
the Israelites in the desert which have gaps and holes in them. I carved out sections of
the house, leaving gaping holes, weakening the structure of the house to emphasize its
fragility and vulnerability. I used the patterns and symbols that were meaningful to me to
adorn and decorate the house, adopting bowerbird tendencies for myself.
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Figure 38: Simona Wiig, Home, 15” x 15” x 5”, earthenware, 2020
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When Covid-19 struck in March 2020, we resigned ourselves to conduct our
classes from home, and we lost access to the ceramic, sculpture and woodshop
facilities on campus. Propelled by the bowerbird’s material of choice, Goldsworthy’s use
of earthy materials and my mentor’s suggestion, I wanted to try the same carving
technique, using wood, a material I could easily access and alter using tools I had at
home. Painting the surface of circular panels of wood with stain or paint, I began carving
into it to reveal the raw wood below, experimenting with various chisels and Dremel bits
as seen in my pieces Rooted and Coin (Figures 39 and 40). Although Covid-19 caused
disruption to my degree, it pushed me into a new material, another serendipitous
discovery which I noted according to Skains’ model.
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Figure 39: Simona Wiig, Rooted, 8” x 1”, wood & acrylic, 2020

Figure 40: Simona Wiig, Coin, 7” x 1”, wood & acrylic (front and back view), 2020

I enjoyed the process of carving away at these works, but the rigid circular
shapes felt manufactured and unnatural. Wanting to experiment more with natural and
organic wooden forms, I went to visit a local man who sold interesting cuts of wood to
people on Facebook Marketplace. Interestingly enough, he was also a bird fanatic, and
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held me captive for an hour or so playing bird calls on his phone, attracting an owl and
some Great Woodpeckers, and trying with much concentration to catch a slow-motion
video of them flying overhead. He sold me some outstandingly unique slabs and slices
of wood, which set my mind into a flurry of ideas for bowerbird relief carvings. These
pieces of wood had been exposed to the elements for quite some time, with some areas
rotting away, and others having been eaten into by larvae of some kind, representing to
me the inevitability of life and death. The teardrop shaped slab of wood I used for the
artwork Pilgrim (Figure 43) had both qualities: the rotting wood made it soft to carve and
the larvae left interesting organically shaped holes. According to Skains’ subphase of
planning, I began to draft compositions for the bowerbird to figure inside the teardrop
shape, finally selecting the sketch shown in (Figure 41) The juxtaposition of plastic in
nature is very jarring and seems so out of place whenever I see bowerbird nests
adorned with bottle caps and straws. I chose to represent that using resin, filling the
holes with colored plastic. I had never worked with resin before, and as I worked with it,
adding it and sanding it away, I photographed it so that I could learn from the process
for future works (Figure 42). Leaving the natural rings of the wood intact, I used them to
create a halo around the bowerbird’s head, signifying a holy journey, a pilgrimage
through a temporary world on the way to an eternal place of belonging.
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Figure 41: Simona Wiig, Sketch for Pilgrim, 2020

Figure 42: Simona Wiig, Pilgrim Work in Progress, 2020
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Figure 43: Simona Wiig, Pilgrim, Wood, resin, 4” x 14” x 2”, 2020

The incorporation of colored plastic opened a door for more color in my wood
carving pieces, and in my piece Sojourner (Figure 45), I experimented with painting the
relief carvings I had done with a chisel. I have included a screenshot of one of my in-situ
notes made during the development of the piece, that gives insight into my state of mind
and thought process (Figure 44).
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Figure 44: Simona Wiig, Draft & Notes for Sojourner, 2020

The chiseling process became meditative as I slowly removed pieces of the
wood, layer by layer, echoing my search for identity. In this piece, I used the natural
vignettes created by the shape of the slab and differing levels of color saturation to
create a narrative of connection and loneliness, of memory and loss, and my personal
history of leaving a place of comfort amongst other TCKs and venturing out into a world
where I felt unknown and unseen. I took strips of fabrics from Indian clothes I no longer
wear here in the US but had collected sentimentally. It was cathartic to fray and age
them, embedding them into the wood, lingering with me much like my memories of
childhood in India.
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Figure 45: Simona Wiig, Sojourner, Wood, acrylic, fabric, 20” x 10” x 5”, 2020

Once again, I sought to simplify my imagery to its foundational elements, seeing
what I could learn from the basic shapes. In my piece Sukkoth (Figure 46), I used three
half rounds of wood in a pool of sand to represent the bowerbird avenues, and the
booths and tabernacles built by the Israelites as they were wandering in the wilderness.
The sand was a choice I made to depict the barrenness of the wilderness. The script
that is written on the archways comes from the Torah chapter that describes this feast,
the feast of tabernacles. I used Adobe Illustrator to create vector outlines of the arches
and positioned the text so that it could be laser etched onto the wood. The text is in
Telugu, which is the language that I grew up speaking in India. Just like the booths in
the Bible, these arches are a reminder to me of God’s provision while I confront my
feelings of loss and grief. The strategic inclusion of Telugu text in this piece shows up a
few more times in later works, as I find it to be a clear depiction of something outside
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the dominant culture here in the USA, a symbol for my otherness.

Figure 46: Simona Wiig, Sukkoth, Wood, 26” x 8” x 12”, 2020

The carving techniques I had been using in wood and clay flowed naturally into
printmaking, where I was working with woodcut blocks. I wanted to experiment with
various textures and the possibility of creating repetitive imagery. The repetitive process
was also therapeutic. The woodcut blocks added to my visual vocabulary and provided
me with readymade, recognizable stamps for myself that I could repeat or add on to
other works with ease, creating layers of pattern. In my pieces Saudade (Figure 47) and
Portal (Figure 48), the bowerbirds stand inside their constructed bowers, surrounded by
swirls and patterns to represent the objects they have collected.
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Figure 47: Simona Wiig, Saudade, 11” x 14”, ink print on paper, 2020

Figure 48: Simona Wiig, Portal, 12” x 12”, ink print on paper, 2020
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Inspired by Cornell’s assemblage works, I wanted to take the 2D representations
of the bowerbird’s collected objects and push them into a 3D space. I created the form
of a teapot out of found objects, titled Great Expectations (Figure 49). The shape of the
teapot was chosen specifically due to its context as a serving vessel.

Figure 49: Simona Wiig, Great Expectations, 14” x 5” x 5”, assemblage, 2020

In Indian culture, tea (or chai) is a cultural staple. We drink fragrant spiced chai
multiple times a day, and it is almost compulsory to serve chai to visitors. Harkening
back to the earlier mention of serving dishes as a reference to Indian expectations for
women, and although I love my chai, teapots are symbols to me of the societal
expectation that women make and serve tea, hovering back and forth between the
kitchen and living room while the rest of the guests relax and enjoy each other’s
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company. Contained within the glass portions of the teapot are a bowerbird and its nest,
signifying to me the experience of being boxed in and trapped by expectations as both
an Indian and American woman.
As a person with no physical place to house my childhood memories of home,
and as a believer that humans are pilgrims on a journey to heaven, my work seeks to
uncover what it means to build temporary dwellings, knowing they will not be the
ultimate destination. In this belief system, homes we set up are merely booths set up in
the wilderness by nomads. Sentimental pieces and trinkets get picked up along the
journey of life and collectively become part of what home means to me, whether I have
a physical permanent home. This teapot features a nest in the lid. In the top view, you
can see that it contains some things that are not of high value but are sentimental to
me, sealed inside-- an Indian coin, a marble, and some fabric I had collected. Earthy
materials such as wood, twigs, and coconut peat point to the organic nature of nests,
and the material is fabric from where I grew up in India. The utilization of found objects
to craft the teapot also points to the theme of collecting and nostalgia.
I was enrolled in a bookbinding class at this time, and I wondered how I could
use this medium to create temporary shelters. Bowerbirds soon followed me into
bookbinding, and in my book titled Ache (Figure 50), I included the quote by Maya
Angelou which is in the opening paragraph to this thesis: “The ache for home lives in all
of us. The safe place where we can go as we are and not be questioned”. 112 To me,
this quote emphasized the universality and the depth of the longing for home I
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experienced. The statement by Angelou that we all have an ache for home was
validating, as it made me feel that I was not alone in my desperate search for it. People
in the dominant culture are often asking TCKs questions like ‘Where are you from?’, not
knowing that this question often sparks some discomfort as for most TCKs, as the
answer is not simple. Do you say you come from where you are currently living, or one
of the many different cultures you have lived in? Do you come from any ‘place’ at all?
Another area in which TCKs are often questioned is in their ‘allegiance’ to ethnicities or
cultures. Growing up in India, people would often ask me to pick a side: Which country
did I like better? Which country would I support if India and America were in a war?
Instead of being seen and accepted as a culturally complex individual, TCK’s are forced
to code switch and shut off parts of who they are. In sharing Angelou’s quote through
my book, I reinforced my identity as a multicultural person and validated my longing for
home as a natural thing, not something ‘other’. I also state my desire to not be
questioned or forced to conform myself fully to either culture, but to be heard and
accepted as a complex individual.
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Figure 50: Simona Wiig, Ache, 4” x 5”, ink & paper, 2020

In my next book, Habitation (Figure 51), I used the form of an accordion tunnel
book, carving away with an X-ACTO knife as I had done with clay and wood, this time,
to create branches and depth within it, physically sheltering the bowerbird.

Figure 51: Simona Wiig, Habitation, 14” x 5” x 5”, ink, glue & paper, 2020
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Having created the texture of wood using glue, ink and bleach on paper, I
wondered if I could incorporate wood into my work again. I designed Golden Hour
(Figure 52), another tunnel book, layer by layer on Adobe Illustrator, and laser cut thin
12” x 12” sheets of plywood so each individual branch could be separated, giving it a
fragile and ephemeral appearance. By creating a tunnel, I was able to place the bird
within its temporary shelter, and I created a light box underneath the bird, to create a
warm and inviting atmosphere. Using familiar materials, I added color- inks, bleach, and
masking liquid.

Figure 52: Simona Wiig, Golden Hour, 4” x 5”, ink & paper, 2020
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For my final bookbinding project, I wanted to incorporate lighting again, as I liked
the atmosphere it created in Golden Hour (Figure 52), I drew inspiration from Cornell’s
assemblage boxes (Figure 22) and transformed a jewelry cabinet into a tunnel book. I
filled the drawer with memorabilia and personal items like my Prefect badge from my
time at Hebron School, and the wedding favors we gave out at our wedding, mimicking
the bowerbird’s tendency to decorate their bowers. I incorporated Telugu scriptural text
again in the background of the box and used an X-ACTO knife to carve patterns into the
paper layers of the book. I was able to create transparency and contrast by peeling
layers of the paper apart and used a Danish oil to stain them and give them a more
natural look. I used the printmaking woodcuts I had made for Saudade (Figure 47) and
Portal (Figure 48) to alter the surface of the box. Creating a domestic structure that
resembled furniture allowed me to create a three-dimensional narrative-- a pictographic
story. The doors open and close to allow entrance in but also protect what is inside,
creating a temporary shelter.
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Figure 53: Simona Wiig, Hiding Place, found objects, wood, paper, 5” x 8” x 14’, 2020

Figure 54: Simona Wiig, Hiding Place Detail Shot, 2020
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As I was making these works, a thought kept echoing in my mind: could I create
my own shelter or tabernacle, large enough for someone to enter? As I reflected on my
own experience as a Third Culture Kid, with no physical, tangible concept of home, I
thought about the liminal space I create for myself in my thought world, a place where I
felt total and complete belonging, being understood in all the totality and complexity of a
multicultural upbringing. I reflected on the memories and items I have collected over the
years, tiny anchors that keep me rooted and grounded. I imagined a shelter I could
finally be at rest in, somewhere I could fill and adorn with my hoarded items of comfort. I
dreamt of being able to introduce my loved ones into this space, to let them see all the
humming layers inside my mind, to enter it, experience it, and understand me -- all of
me.

Figure 55: Simona Wiig, Sukkoth, Wood (detail shot), 26” x 8” x 12”, 2020
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Initial thoughts were of how to construct the physical form, and the first thought I
had was to create a wooden lattice dome. This seemed like something I could find plans
for easily and seemed like an accessible option. I created a little model made of craft
sticks (Figure 55), but something felt incomplete. It felt overtly geometric and sharp. It
did not have the comforting organic form I had admired in Goldsworthy’s work or the
natural appearance of the bowers.
As described in the second chapter, my faith seeps into every aspect of my life,
and I believe that one day after a short stay here on Earth, I will go to a place of
belonging, to a place prepared specifically for me, as stated in John 14:2-3. I believe
that this place is a Promised Land, and that it will be one where I am truly understood
and known, a place where I will finally feel at home permanently. As I have spent so
much time focused on creating temporary shelters here in this world, I wondered how
relevant this could be in the grander context of my faith -- if it was justified for me to
explore these concepts or if it was a futile undertaking. This is when it became so
important to me that shelters were temporary like the sukkahs built by the Israelites. I
came to the realization that the shape of the life-size shelter had been there right in front
of me, in the shape of the bowerbird’s bower.
Undertaking a ‘paraphrasing’ of the bower was ambitious, as I had never
constructed anything like that before. After consulting other artists, I decided to try using
PVC pipes and wood, but I struggled to create an accurate shape (Figure 56).
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Figure 56: Simona Wiig, Shelter Draft 1, 2020

Every time I would attach the PVC together, it would pop out of place somewhere
else, making it a bit like a game of whack-a-mole. The second attempt was far more
successful, as I used a flexible pipe for the top, placing less pressure on the side
supports. I also discovered locking PVC joints (Figure 57). Construction had always
seemed intimidating and out of reach, something no one had ever taught me as a young
woman.
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Figure 57: Simona Wiig, Shelter Draft 2, 2020

The next step was to add a covering. I chose a large sheet of burlap I bought at a
craft store. I love the natural look of burlap, and its ability to be wired onto things with
ease. Wanting to echo the bowerbirds use of materials, I began exploring the nearby
nature spots to find twigs and branches. While I was out in the wilderness area near my
rental home, I noticed some lovely tall dry grasses. I cut and wired the grasses to the
exterior of the burlap structure (Figure 58).
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Figure 58: Simona Wiig, Shelter Exterior Construction, 2020

In order to create an effective life-size shelter, I drew from what I had learned
from the creation of the other smaller shelters. I wanted the shelter to be enclosed
enough to provide shelter, but open enough so that you could see through from front to
back. This stemmed from the construction of sukkahs, which are specifically designed
to be exposed and vulnerable, symbols for the temporal nature of our earthly homes.
This would also resemble the bowerbird bowers, which are tunnel-like. To achieve this, I
created the back of the shelter by printing the woodblocks I had made for Saudade
(Figure 47) and Portal (Figure 48) on a sheer curtain (Figure 59). For the front of the
shelter, I split a white cloth I had brought from India into two and draped them like
curtains so that there was an opening in the front of the shelter.
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Figure 59: Simona Wiig, Shelter Exterior Sheet, 2020
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I wanted the interior of the shelter to feel warm, cozy and inviting -- somewhere I
would want to take shelter in. My mentor suggested I create a rug for the interior, and I
thought of chindi rugs, rag rugs made by women in India out of material scraps. Just as
I did in Sojourner (Figure 45), I began tearing old clothes into strips - clothing I had kept
for sentimental reasons but could not fit anymore, both Indian and western wear. I
stitched these strips into a spiral rug 6 feet in diameter (Figure 60). When my mom saw
what I was making, she told me that her Grandma Mavis from Montana used to make
rag rugs very similarly. This was an interesting parallel to me, that this rug linked
resourceful women from both of my cultural backgrounds. Stitching and textile work has
historically been a task expected of women in most cultures, something I had rejected
as I felt it was too traditional. Making this rug was therapeutic, as it allowed me to
reclaim skills for my own purposes, not because making it is a ‘feminine’ task. Because I
am a woman, I can define my role for myself and make whatever I choose to,
regardless of varying expectations and the resulting cultural cognitive dissonance.
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Figure 60: Simona Wiig, Rugmaking process & product, 2021

Figure 61: Simona Wiig, Rug inside Shelter, 2021
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As shown in my works Golden Hour (Figure 52), and Hiding Place (Figure 53), I
used LED light strips to create an earth-toned glow within the shelter, so it radiates
warmth and beckons to the viewer (Figure 62).

Figure 62: Simona Wiig, LED lights inside Shelter, 2021

In Indian culture, people remove their shoes before entering a home. In homage
to this tradition, I placed some sandals outside the entrance to the Shelter as a signal
that viewers were welcome inside (Figure 63).
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Figure 63: Simona Wiig, Sandals outside Shelter, 2021

As a graduating senior, a capstone project is to create and display works at a
senior exhibition. I had submitted the Shelter as a proposal, and it had been accepted.
Two weeks from the installation date, I was in the process of decorating the interior of
the shelter when I got word from India that my Nainamma, now in her mid 80’s, had
passed away suddenly (Figure 64).
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Figure 64: Nainamma - Rebbavarapu, Ravarathna Kumari (Diamond)

I was unable to attend her memorial or funeral due to the Covid-19 pandemic. I
was grieving deeply, as my Thatha (Indian grandfather) had passed away in early 2017.
Knowing that both of my Indian grandparents were now no longer on this earth rocked
me. They had been anchors, keeping me connected to my Indian heritage, culture and
language. For a while, the thought of returning to India felt hollow and empty. I felt
disconnected, and finishing the piece felt impossible. As I was trying to reconnect, I
found recordings of her voice, and was inspired to create an interactive audio portion
within the shelter. This allowed viewers to put headphones on and in one ear hear
Indian sounds -- voicemails she left me, audio from her funeral, and Telugu worship
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songs. In the other ear, they will hear sounds I associate with America -- audio of my
Grandpa hitting a golf ball at the town golf course, my Grandma and aunts singing
Celine Dion on a road trip, and my cousin learning to ride a bicycle. This way, I was able
to create an audible liminal “third” space - something I did not have to describe with
words, but that the viewers could walk right into and sit within and listen. I wanted to
make sure to facilitate community, connection, and conversation, so I chose to use an
audio splitter allowing two listeners to sit in the shelter, listening and experiencing
simultaneously. This would create a shared experience between listeners who may
have been strangers before they entered the shelter (Figure 65).

Figure 65: Simona Wiig, Headphones in Shelter, 2021
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In a similar manner to the bowerbird, I wove in personal memories and
memorabilia in amongst fabric. I included Indian flower garlands used in Indian culture
to both celebrate and grieve and included my painting Nainamma in Chinook in honor of
my grandmother (Figure 66).

Figure 66: Simona Wiig, Nainamma in Chinook in Shelter, 2021

I incorporated items I had collected, including a hairclip my grandmother had
worn, a small vessel with incense, and one of the prints from Saudade (Figure 67).
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Figure 67: Simona Wiig, Saudade in Shelter, 2021

The final product, titled Shelter 1; a stranger in a foreign country (echoing the
aforementioned verses, Hebrews 11:9-10), is nine feet tall, and four feet by four feet in
width and length (Figure 68). The resulting interior space is warm and inviting, and
features cushions to help listeners and viewers feel at ease.
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Figure 68: Simona Wiig, Shelter 1; a stranger in a foreign country, 9' x 4' x 4', 2021
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CONCLUSION
I have been searching for that evasive sense of identity and belonging for as long
as I can remember, however, I first began trying to actively understand it through my art
as a 9th grader. I began tackling this issue of split identity in a mock-exam for the
General Certificate of Secondary Education in Art (GCSE), a British syllabus I did at my
boarding school. One of the pieces I did as a preliminary source was a self-portrait. I
had painted the Indian flag on one side of my face and the American flag on the other,
photographed myself, and drawn it in graphite (Figure 69).
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.
Figure 69: Simona Wiig, Identity, graphite on paper, 8”x 11”, 2011
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As a young teenager, so much weighed on my heart that I yearned to express;
but in retrospect I can see that I lacked the skill and visual vocabulary to convey it in a
mature and nuanced way. In contrast, as I prepare to graduate with my Bachelors in
Fine Arts from UCF this spring, with a specialization in ceramics and sculpture, my
technical, creative, emotional, and academic growth is evident in the artwork I displayed
in our BFA thesis exhibition titled Amalgam, that ran from March 15-25, 2021 in the UCF
Art Gallery.
Overall, I produced well over 50 individual pieces, of which seven were carefully
chosen for the exhibition. Every piece I produced, from the symbolic temporary shelters
to the life-sized Shelter 1; a stranger in a foreign country (Figure 68) has added to my
visual vocabulary and has brought me closer to being able to articulate my desire for a
place of belonging. I look back at the initial works and studies I made, and see much
growth, self-actualization, and confidence in my identity and belonging despite cognitive
dissonance. A decade later, here I am standing amidst a body of work that I made using
the vocabulary I have been searching for since my teenage years. (Figure 70).
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Figure 70: Simona Wiig at Amalgam BFA Exhibition, 2021
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The photographs below (Figures 71-77) are close-up images of the seven works
I was able to display at the Spring 2021 senior exhibition, Amalgam, at the UCF Gallery.

Figure 71: Simona Wiig, Sukkoth at Amalgam BFA Exhibition, 2021
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Figure 72: Simona Wiig, Misc. Artworks at Amalgam BFA Exhibition, 2021
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Figure 73: Simona Wiig, Pilgrim at Amalgam BFA Exhibition, 2021
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Figure 74: Simona Wiig, Hiraeth at Amalgam BFA Exhibition, 2021

Figure 75: Simona Wiig, Sanctuary at Amalgam BFA Exhibition, 2021
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Figure 76: Simona Wiig, Hiding Place & Habitation at Amalgam BFA Exhibition, 2021
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Figure 77: Simona Wiig, Habitation at Amalgam BFA Exhibition, 2021

Skains’ model has been invaluable in the creation, execution and exhibition of
this work. The first step of creating the research question “To what extent can making
temporary shelters fulfill an innate need for belonging, affect cognitive
dissonance, and resolve disenfranchised grief as a Third Culture Kid?” helped
clarify what I was searching for, what I wanted to learn, and helped keep the rest of the
phases focused and clear.
The second phase, conducting background research, led me to a deeper
understanding of the Third Culture, and showed me that this experience is broad and
that there are others who feel as I do. This phase also pushed me to understand where
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my work fits into the wider context of contemporary artwork (Domain/Field Subphase),
influencing my work and ensuring it is valid and informed.
Drawing from the wells of my personal history and faith (Long Term Memory
Subphase), I was able to use the third phase to conduct practice-based research,
creating temporary shelters out of many different materials (Translating Subphase),
informed by the accidental discovery of the bowerbird’s bowers (Serendipity Subphase),
experimenting with form, colors, textures and scale to see how each would affect my
sense of belonging.
Throughout Chapter Six, I was able to accompany the creative products and
artworks with in-situ drafts and notes (Planning Subphase), showing the formation of my
argument, the fourth phase. Now, as I conduct my post-research analysis, I can look
back at the history of this project and clearly track the process (Reviewing Subphase).
In this final exegesis and conclusion, I draw from all these previous phases, to talk
about how effective the process was.
An important part of Skains’ method is the dissemination of the research. This
research was defended on April 5th, 2021 via Zoom, and will be published by STARS,
the UCF Library database. Additionally, I participated in the Student Scholar
Symposium with UCF Research, where I gave a presentation on this work and received
the Judges Choice Award. I have since shared about this work on a podcast called
Keeping Company by Meira Greenfeld. I hired Bella Miranda, a UCF film student, to
document my work in the Amalgam show and conduct a 15-minute video interview
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which I posted on my YouTube and social media. Anyone who would like to see the
interview can do so by scanning the QR code in (Figure 78).

Figure 78: Video QR Code: Simona Wiig, Amalgam BFA Exhibition, March 2021

To conclude, I break down my research question into three sub-questions.

1) To what extent did making temporary shelters help fulfill an innate need for
belonging?

I had not realized or expected the impact of sharing your art with a community via a
gallery. It made me feel like an integral part of academia and a community of creatives,
which increased my sense of belonging within this current culture in the United States.
Making the work was therapeutic and cathartic but sharing the work with a community
was a truly profound experience. Watching viewers literally enter and sit inside my
cultural experience, my temporary shelters, made me feel seen and validated (Figures
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79-81). It reconnected me to my Indian heritage and solidified my Indian sense of
belonging as well. Making this work has also continued to encourage me in my faith, as
I repeat over and over the imagery of the sukkah. It is a constant reminder to me that
there is hope for a place of full belonging, and that I will not be alone while I wait in a
state of temporary shelter.

Figure 79: Simona Wiig, Viewers Interacting with Shelter 1, Amalgam BFA Exhibition, 2021
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Figure 80: Simona Wiig, Viewers Interacting with Shelter 1, Amalgam BFA Exhibition, 2021
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Figure 81: Simona Wiig, Viewers Interacting with work, Amalgam BFA Exhibition, 2021
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2) To what extent did making temporary shelters help affect cognitive
dissonance?

For TCKs, it is unlikely that the dissonance will be completely resolved, as
conflicting cultures are enmeshed inextricably inside them. Instead, the TCK can begin
to come to terms with the dissonance, learning to live with the complexity of it all feeling
grounded and self-assured. Looking back over the initial stages of this research and the
journey that it has taken me on, I see specific instances of being able to face and
address cognitive dissonance. For example, through this project, I reclaimed skills I had
rejected and rebelled against for being too traditional, like sewing, service and rugmaking, and claimed new skills I had been afraid of, like woodworking and construction.
I began to realize that I can choose what womanhood means for myself as a
multicultural woman, and I can create an amalgamation of what fits me best from both
my cultures.

3) To what extent did making temporary shelters help resolve disenfranchised
grief?

My research question refers to my own personal experience as a TCK, and the
answer is that the creation of temporary shelters has helped to resolve my
disenfranchised grief, much like talking to a counselor in therapy (which I am currently
doing to further my personal growth and research). As mentioned in Chapter Three,
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resolution for the TCK’s disenfranchised grief comes from acknowledgement and
affirmation of their right to grieve, empowering them to conduct their grief work. I have
been conducting my grief work by making creative work consistently and addressing
both of my cultures equally and honestly in my creative work and written thesis. Sharing
this journey with witnesses has given me dual platforms to feel seen and be heard. This
undertaking has helped me begin to move from a state of disenfranchisement to a state
of resolution, initially over the loss of belonging I have experienced and now over the
loss of my grandmother. As I continue to learn, disseminate and share my visual and
written stories with more witnesses, my grief continues to give way to a growing sense
of belonging and greater purpose that I yearn for and am beginning to feel.
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FURTHER RESEARCH
Building on these answered questions I endeavor to extend my research beyond
my personal experience.
As Lucy Lippard says in her book Overlay: Contemporary Art and the Art of
Prehistory, “Art has a social significance and function-- transformation of desire into
reality, reality into dreams and change and back. Effective art offers a vehicle for seeing
and perceiving any aspect of life from a direct social change to a metaphor for emotion
or an interaction or abstract conceptions in visual form.” 113 Every artist has vast
capability for social impact.
I want to know if and how my research can connect me to a broader community
of people on a similar journey. Can the creation of temporary shelters help other TCKs
fulfil this need as well, can it make change in their lives? Can it help them feel
belonging, address cognitive dissonance and resolve disenfranchised grief?
I have received many messages and comments from other multicultural people,
with the overwhelming response being ‘I feel seen and heard’. With permission, I share
a particularly poignant comment left on my Instagram @simonawiig by a user I had
never met before, @lin_dada_ :
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Lucy Lippard, Overlay: Contemporary Art and the Art of Prehistory, (New York, New Press, 1995), 31.
https://books.google.com/books/about/Overlay.html?id=DmRgQgAACAAJ.
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“Hi Simona, I’ve been wanting to comment for some time after seeing your
work at Amalgam. In fact, I made the decision to visit the exhibition after
seeing your video on your bowerbird inspired piece on Instagram. I very
seriously commend your work and what you give to others who
experience it. It is very well done, very beautiful, well crafted, intricate,
intelligible. My mother passed in November from cancer. I have been
grappling with the strangeness of feeling my cultural roots are dying in
some sense, as she was the first to come to America in my family. The
Asian American experience for me, as I am Chinese American, can be
extremely isolating, especially when dealing with grief and the nuanced
experience of living with my mother as an immigrant navigating this
country. I really found your bowerbird shelter so beautiful. And I
contemplate death often too, as I took care of my mother for the six
months we learned of her diagnosis to her death. I feel very destabilized
as well, And I also use spiritual practices, like Chan/Zen to move me
along, dealing with impermanence. Thank you for your work and sharing a
sense of belonging for your viewers.”

This response was far beyond what I could have imagined, and I feel that it
makes an adequate argument for the efficacy of the temporary shelter to make an
impact on other TCKs. This leads me to my next steps: I have been thinking about
inviting TCK artists to create their own shelters in a residency-style community and
hiring a documentary or film crew to capture the experience of the participants, and
whether it helped them to resolve their disenfranchised grief. This could be done by
partnering with a specialist in art therapy to make sure there is adequate counselling for
participants, and I would love to do this as part of a Master of Fine Arts graduate thesis.
I will continue to disseminate this work in the meanwhile and will pursue my personal
creative work through residencies. My work is viewable at www.simonawiig.com, and on
Instagram @simonawiig and @darshanicreations.
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